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Security furniture for new Cyber Security Operations Centre
Thinking Space has recently provided security consoles
and an Evolution media wall at the new Cyber Security
Operations Centre of Falanx Assuria. The Falanx Group
are a security and intelligence provider, employing a
team of security professionals and technology experts
who work closely with clients to help them defend
against global security threats. The cyber security
company needed to accommodate eleven Cyber
Security Analysts and Supervisors within the one new
suite, working in teams of three. The desks were
designed with curved profiles, allowing each team to
converse with each other, whilst still being able to view

the Evolution media wall at the front of the room. The
Moni-Trak perfect positioning rail was added to all the
consoles, ensuring that the flat screen monitors could be
positioned at any point along the length of the console.
It was important to convey the clients’ branding right
through the suite, so colours and materials were chosen
to reflect this and create the corporate feel. In addition,
Thinking Space added logos to the curved end panels of
the consoles, to team with the wall logo in the room. The
result is a new security operations suite which is cool,
modern and sophisticated.

Thinking Space has just secured
contracts with the following clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arsenal Football Club
Plymouth County Council
University of East Anglia
Portsmouth City Council
Stansted Airport TTS
University of Sussex
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Control room furniture for
Rutherford Appleton Laboratories
Thinking Space has recently installed new control
room furniture for the ISIS scientific facility, Rutherford
Appleton Laboratories at the Harwell Oxford campus.
The existing control room was in desperate need of
refurbishment after 32 years of use, with outdated
2-tier fully enclosed control consoles. ISIS Duty Officer,
Neal Grafton, wanted to update the 24/7 environment
to make the room more aesthetically pleasing whilst
incorporating ergonomic design.
“There were several control desk companies
considered but Thinking Space design, manufacturing
process and materials suited our needs best. Thinking
Space personnel were very courteous, knowledgeable
and friendly from their first visit. They listened and noted

“

the specific needs for our refurbishment and used
their years of control desk experience and expertise
to suggest design changes and improvements thus
providing an aesthetic and ergonomic solution”
explained Neal.
Thinking Space designed three large L-shaped control
desks; a main control desk with a built-in media wall at
the rear, to mount the multitude of flat screens required.
A separate Duty Officer desk and ancillary workstation
was also created.
Now complete, the ISIS teams who occupy the
control room 24/7 enjoy the new working conditions
along with the project Physicists and Engineers; all have
all praised the change.

“The old control room was in place for 32 years so the replacement had to be right for everyone and
Thinking Space delivered an excellent product creating a refreshing up to date environment”

New brochures now available

Two brand new brochures for specific market
sectors, Air Traffic Control and Security are now
available. Featuring the latest design solutions
and accessories available, download from the
website or get in touch for printed copies.

Blog...
Our race
for Lexie

Ten of us
participated
in the
Romsey
Relay
Marathon,
raising funds for Lexie Cooper-Barnes who
suffers from Athetoid Cerebral Palsy. So far
we have raised over £1400, which will help her
purchase software to control her environment.

Neal Grafton, ISIS Duty Officer
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Space-saving media wall
solution for Merseytravel
Tasked by Openview Security Solutions, Thinking Space
has recently completed a media wall with a difference for
clients’ Merseytravel.
Housed in the splendid St Georges Dock ventilation
building in Liverpool, the Traffic Control Centre required a
media wall to display their multiple monitors, but were tight on
space. Thinking Space created a custom designed Evolution
media wall with an articulated arm system, which allows all
engineering work to be undertaken from the front of the media
wall with minimal space needed at the rear, thus creating more
space within the room.

“The new video wall was installed as a key facility within our newly constructed Combined Control Centre
operating both of the Mersey Tunnels in Merseyside. We are extremely pleased with our choice to opt for the
Video Wall Solution offered by Thinking Space. It provides a number of attractive features such as integrated
cable containment and management, extensive flexibility for screen mounting and positional adjustment,
excellent integrated features to aid screen maintenance, as well as aesthetically being totally in tune with our
ultra-modern Combined Control Centre.”
Darren Hazlewood – Principal Operational Estates Officer, Merseytravel

www.kanya-uk.co.uk

www.novus-uk.co.uk

Kanya UK appoints northern sales specialist

NEW RetailSystem launched

Thinking Space has recently recruited a new member to the Kanya UK team. Harsh Rao
joins the company, who are celebrating their twelve year anniversary this month. Harsh has
been working for the last eight years as a sales specialist for engineering companies. He
will be based in the north of the country, serving clients from Birmingham up to Scotland.
Since Harsh joined the company, he has been undertaking specialist training and has been
assisting his new colleagues in the factory.

Launched at the beginning of 2015, Novus bring you their latest ergonomic solution
for retail environments, the RetailSystem. A complete Point of Sale (POS) range
for mounting touch screens, monitors and card readers, ideal for use in shops,
airports, restaurants and retail outlets. Stylish yet practical, the RetailSystem comes
in two finishes, with a choice of 3 column lengths, 3 monitor arm types and various
mounting techniques for card readers and keyboards.

www.mw-video.com

Production desk for ZBC
studios, Tanzania
A meeting at the BVE London exhibition in 2013 with
On-Air Broadcast has led to the manufacture of an
8 bay MW Video Systems production desk for ZBC
TV studios in Zanzibar and Pemba, Tanzania. On-Air
Broadcast’s Managing Director, Peter Christmas,
explained “ we were looking for an 8 bay console
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offering practical ergonomic design while also
providing something aesthetically pleasing. It was also
important to offer our client, ZBC TV studios, suitable
future expansion for their increasing workloads. After
evaluating several manufacturers, we decided on MW
Video Systems, who were extremely good in designing
our console, racks and media wall with great looks
to suit our needs. They worked closely with our
engineering requirements which had an overall impact
with us and more importantly our client, ZBC”.

